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prop 3  We oppose, the reg book seems to be pretty clear as it is. 
 
prop 21-26  We support,, this reg was primarily written for the Chugach Mtns, when  we (unit 9B) 
venture north into the western Alaska range the sheep density is very low, without flying up a valley or 2 
a person maybe 20 miles from the nearest sheep. While it may be feasible in some area's in others it's a 
total disaster. 
 
prop 30  We support ,, a good proposal that's been needed for a long time, it still give a hunter the 
chance to hunter kill a dozen Alaskan rams over his lifetime. 
 
prop 31 We support  ,, the exception being in areas of abundant goats where they are used as a major 
meat animal. 
 
prop 50 We oppose,, it's a good honest requirement, easy  to do, why oppose it? 
 
prop 54  We oppose, they call them mulligan bulls in Maine, not here  it's a myriad of confusing 
regulations, status quo is working fine. 
 
prop 57  We support,, residents of unit 9B would also like to be included in this. we are in between 2 
huge National Parks and have way more than our fair share of brown bears here. With our village permit 
in place for years some have a hide and skull or 2  sitting around. With the cost of fuel as such around 
the lake selling a hide would help  the economy instead of getting nailed to a shed or nothing done at 
all. Skulls and claws are easily turned into artwork.  Fears of market-hunting are unrealistic and the 
lodges can all have a brown bear rug.  Most prob bears are juveniles and not true trophy bears anyway. 
 
prop 69 We oppose, interesting if you believe what is written,, 
 
prop 70  We oppose,, most air scouting is just scouting for a huntable population, 
 
prop 72-74 We oppose, while most people use larger calibers some are more than capable of all game 
with 223 and 22-250's. 
 
prop 79 We oppose,, This is totally unrealistic and it basically outlaws all but backyard or road trappers. 
No need to explain this any further!! 
 
prop 129 We support,, tags,,, More bears are getting sealed and reported, it doesn't look like an 
increase, just reported which was the intent of village permits. 
 
prop 134 We support,, 2 caribou,, this is basically a meat hunt, simplify things. 
 
Thank you,, Jim Tilly 
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prop 57  good idea,, locals could recoup a few $$ for work invested in getting a hide ready for sale and 
cleaning skull 
 
prop 72-74   most people who use smaller calibers are absolute experts! 
 
prop 79  daily trap checks,, foolish proposal, unfounded, 
 
prop 134 2 caribou,, make it a 1 hunt deal, when possible 
 
Thanks, 
 Jim 
 


